**NAIL POLISH**

1. **CAUTION:** Flammable, keep away from heat or fires. Avoid contact with eyes or mouth. Patches may be applied to test for sensitivity on hidden area first. Discontinue use if irritation occurs. Use under adult supervision.

2. **WARNING:** Do not use in the eye area or on lips. Rinse eyes immediately if product comes into contact with them. Use under adult supervision.

3. **Washing Instructions:** Wash from hair with soap and water if necessary.

4. **Stain Advisory:** May stick to or stain fabric, wood or carpet.

**COLOR YOUR HAIR**

1. **1.** Use comb to smooth out color.

2. **2.** Apply pens to dry hair.

3. **3.** Color comes out with shampoo!

4. **4.** Use comb to smooth out color.

5. **5.** Tie knots.

6. **6.** Add jump rings.

**NOW MAKE ACCESSORIES**

1. **1.** Place sticker at cuticle and lay out on nail.

2. **2.** Choose sticker that fits nail width.

3. **3.** Choose sticker that fits nail width.

4. **4.** Smooth down sticker and press firmly over nail.

5. **5.** To remove nail sticker, just peel off.

**NAIL APPLIQUES**

1. **1.** File off the excess.

2. **2.** Place sticker of cuticle and lay out on nail.

3. **3.** Smooth down sticker and press firmly over nail.

4. **4.** Place sticker of cuticle and lay out on nail.

5. **5.** To remove nail sticker, just peel off.

**INFINITY RING**

1. **1.** Place sticker at cuticle and lay out on nail.

2. **2.** Choose sticker that fits nail width.

3. **3.** Smooth down sticker and press firmly over nail.

4. **4.** Paint nails and let dry.

5. **5.** Wash and dry hands thoroughly.

6. **6.** Cut twine into 2 pieces, each 10" long.

7. **7.** Follow steps for making the bracelet straps.

8. **8.** Tie knots.

**GALAXY BRACELET**

1. **1.** Peel sticker and place on charm or ring their edges.

2. **2.** Add jump rings.

3. **3.** Double knot.

4. **4.** Add jump rings.

**ALIX RING**

1. **1.** Tie knots.

2. **2.** Paint nails and let dry.

3. **3.** Tie knots.

4. **4.** Paint nails and let dry.

**GALAXY RING**

1. **1.** Apply pens to dry hair.

2. **2.** Color comes out with shampoo!

3. **3.** Use comb to smooth out color.

4. **4.** Add other colors.

**ALIX BRACELET**

1. **1.** Peel sticker and place on charm or ring their edges.

2. **2.** Add jump rings.

3. **3.** Double knot.

4. **4.** Add jump rings.

**GALAXY BRACELET**

1. **1.** Peel sticker and place on charm or ring their edges.

2. **2.** Add jump rings.

3. **3.** Double knot.

4. **4.** Add jump rings.

**ALIX RING**

1. **1.** Tie knots.

2. **2.** Paint nails and let dry.

3. **3.** Tie knots.

4. **4.** Paint nails and let dry.

**GALAXY RING**

1. **1.** Apply pens to dry hair.

2. **2.** Color comes out with shampoo!

3. **3.** Use comb to smooth out color.

4. **4.** Add other colors.

**ALIX BRACELET**

1. **1.** Peel sticker and place on charm or ring their edges.

2. **2.** Add jump rings.

3. **3.** Double knot.

4. **4.** Add jump rings.

**GALAXY BRACELET**

1. **1.** Peel sticker and place on charm or ring their edges.

2. **2.** Add jump rings.

3. **3.** Double knot.

4. **4.** Add jump rings.

**ALIX RING**

1. **1.** Tie knots.

2. **2.** Paint nails and let dry.

3. **3.** Tie knots.

4. **4.** Paint nails and let dry.

**GALAXY RING**

1. **1.** Apply pens to dry hair.

2. **2.** Color comes out with shampoo!

3. **3.** Use comb to smooth out color.

4. **4.** Add other colors.

**ALIX BRACELET**

1. **1.** Peel sticker and place on charm or ring their edges.

2. **2.** Add jump rings.

3. **3.** Double knot.

4. **4.** Add jump rings.

**GALAXY BRACELET**

1. **1.** Peel sticker and place on charm or ring their edges.

2. **2.** Add jump rings.

3. **3.** Double knot.

4. **4.** Add jump rings.

**ALIX RING**

1. **1.** Tie knots.

2. **2.** Paint nails and let dry.

3. **3.** Tie knots.

4. **4.** Paint nails and let dry.

**GALAXY RING**

1. **1.** Apply pens to dry hair.

2. **2.** Color comes out with shampoo!

3. **3.** Use comb to smooth out color.

4. **4.** Add other colors.
To add embroidery details to your garment, try some of these techniques:

1. **Cross Stitch**
2. **Satin Stitch**
3. **Straight Stitch**

**ALWAYS** have an adult supervise when using a hot iron! Never use on nylon, vinyl or leather materials. Always have an adult supervise when using a hot iron!

**1.** Set the iron to COTTON setting at 400 degrees. Wash surface clean where you want to place your patch.

**2.** Place patch on garment, embroidery side up. Put iron on top of patch & press firmly, using slow circular motion, for 30 seconds. Let cool for 1 minute. Test if patch can be lifted from garment.

**3.** If patch can be lifted, iron and press firmly, using circular motion, for another 30 seconds. Lay design board on top of pattern. Match melting beads to pattern. Note: There are enough jewelry findings for 2 necklaces and 1 pair of earrings. They can be changed to use the other designs.

**4.** Place wax paper onto design board. Iron for 5-10 seconds. Flip it over and iron the other side. Lay design board on top of pattern. Match melting beads to pattern. Note: There are enough jewelry findings for 2 necklaces and 1 pair of earrings. They can be changed to use the other designs.

**5.** Place wax paper onto of pattern. Iron for 5-10 seconds. Flip it over and iron the other side. Lay design board on top of pattern. Match melting beads to pattern. Note: There are enough jewelry findings for 2 necklaces and 1 pair of earrings. They can be changed to use the other designs.

**6.** Place wax paper onto of pattern. Iron for 5-10 seconds. Flip it over and iron the other side. Lay design board on top of pattern. Match melting beads to pattern. Note: There are enough jewelry findings for 2 necklaces and 1 pair of earrings. They can be changed to use the other designs.

**BEADED NECKLACE OR BRACELET**

1. **Using 30” of elastic string, thread your needle.**
2. **String beads for your necklace or bracelet.**
3. **Double knot ends.**
4. **Add jump rings, then add chain.**
5. **Test if the beads can be lifted from garment.**

**IRON-ON PATCHES**

- Always have an adult supervise when using a hot iron.
- Never use on nylon, vinyl or leather materials.
- Do not use on the patch area of garments where you want to put the patch.
- Test if patch can be lifted from garment.

**1.** Place patch on garment, embroidery side up. Place wax paper onto of pattern. Iron for 5-10 seconds. Flip it over and iron the other side. Lay design board on top of pattern. Match melting beads to pattern. Note: There are enough jewelry findings for 2 necklaces and 1 pair of earrings. They can be changed to use the other designs.

**2.** Place wax paper onto of pattern. Iron for 5-10 seconds. Flip it over and iron the other side. Lay design board on top of pattern. Match melting beads to pattern. Note: There are enough jewelry findings for 2 necklaces and 1 pair of earrings. They can be changed to use the other designs.

**3.** Place wax paper onto of pattern. Iron for 5-10 seconds. Flip it over and iron the other side. Lay design board on top of pattern. Match melting beads to pattern. Note: There are enough jewelry findings for 2 necklaces and 1 pair of earrings. They can be changed to use the other designs.

**4.** Place wax paper onto of pattern. Iron for 5-10 seconds. Flip it over and iron the other side. Lay design board on top of pattern. Match melting beads to pattern. Note: There are enough jewelry findings for 2 necklaces and 1 pair of earrings. They can be changed to use the other designs.

**5.** Place wax paper onto of pattern. Iron for 5-10 seconds. Flip it over and iron the other side. Lay design board on top of pattern. Match melting beads to pattern. Note: There are enough jewelry findings for 2 necklaces and 1 pair of earrings. They can be changed to use the other designs.

**6.** Place wax paper onto of pattern. Iron for 5-10 seconds. Flip it over and iron the other side. Lay design board on top of pattern. Match melting beads to pattern. Note: There are enough jewelry findings for 2 necklaces and 1 pair of earrings. They can be changed to use the other designs.

**EMBROIDERY**

To add embroidery details to your garment, try some of these techniques:

1. **Straight Stitch**
2. **Cross Stitch**
3. **Satin Stitch**